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Peace of Mind for Visitors Traveling to the USA with an Innovative New Smartphone Rental Service
Miami, Florida (January 2014) – International travelers learn the hard way that using their mobile
phones outside of their home country leads to one very expensive experience. Handprint Corporation
has come up with the solution to staying connected without breaking the bank while traveling in the
USA. Handprint announced the launch of the TravelSmart Phone & GPS, an innovative new smartphone
rental product featuring unlimited talk, text, and 4G data at a flat rate of $6.99 per day.
With TravelSmart, Handprint aims to offer USA bound overseas travelers a simple, cost effective, and
convenient alternative to the expense of roaming and the complexity of existing roaming alternatives. A
recent survey of international travelers to the USA showed that over 80% either turned off their phones
or risked hefty roaming charges.
"For too long travelers have had to choose between their phone and their phone bill while they travel
abroad; this is why we've created this unbeatable offer,” said Andre do Valle, President of Handprint.
“Travelers to the USA get a great, easy-to-use phone delivered to their hotel for free, to use as long as
they like at a flat daily price that is a fraction of other connectivity options. I challenge anyone to find a
more cost-effective and convenient alternative.”
USA bound international travelers can book their TravelSmart rental phones directly through their travel
agents or visit www.handprint.me. The phone will be delivered free of charge to their USA hotel or
private destination and will be waiting for them when they arrive. With a minimum commitment of only
two days and a money back satisfaction guarantee, Handprint hopes to help travelers to feel
comfortable and in control of their phone bill as they travel the United States.
“You already save time and money by booking your hotel and rental car before you travel, now you can
book your phone too,” said do Valle. “What we offer is peace of mind-- the guarantee that you can stay
connected, consult a map, make calls, and post your vacation pics on social media like Facebook or
Twitter without worrying about a huge bill waiting for you at home. We really believe this will make your

trip better, and if for any reason you aren’t completely satisfied we will refund your money, no
questions asked.”
About Handprint Corporation
Handprint Corporation is a travel technology company based out of Miami, serving international
travelers coming to the United States. Handprint also works with business customers in the hospitality
industry, including hotels, car rental companies, and travel agents, providing custom smartphone
software, hardware, and mobile fleet management solutions. For additional information
visit www.handprint.me.

